In recognition of these principles, the following will become essen ti al:
1. The greatest challenge of our age is the gradual spi ri tual depravation of human beings
brought about by the distancing of the prevailing order from morality and unity of
monotheism. The United Nations should lead in promotion of spirituality and
compassion for humanity. Only through this, uniting of nations can in fact be realized.
2. Acceptance of unilateralism is exactly the negation of the United Nations and its
raison d'etre. Therefore, the United Na ti ons, in its entity, should confront this vicious
malady.
3. Today, the physical and p sychological security of peoples and nations is ever mo re
endangered. Unilateralism, p ro duction and use of weapons of mass destruction,
intimidations, resort to the threat or use of force and imposi ti on of destructive wars on
peoples for the sake of security and prosperity of few powers have indeed redoubled
the historic responsibility of the United Nations to resolutely endeavor to
institutionalize justice in all aspects of global interactions in the interest of human
tranquility. In our view, it is impossible to achieve security, peace, stability, prosperity
and progress in parts of the world at the expense of instability, milita ri sm,
disc ri minati on, poverty an d depravation in others.
4. The raison d'etre of the United Nations is to promote global peace and tranquility.
Therefore, any license for pre-emptive measures -- which are essentially based on
gauging intentions rather than objective facts an d are in fact a modem m an ifestation of
interventionist and war-mongering tendencies of the past -- is in blatant contradiction
to the very foundations of the United Nations and the letter and spi ri t of its Cha rt er.
5. The composition of the Security Council must gain a logical an d democratic bal ance.
If permanent membership is accepted for some, then an acceptable mix of
representatives of all continents and major civilizations must acquire perm an ent seats
in the Council. I wish to underline our deep dismay that over fifty Islamic countries
encompassing more than one 1.2 billion people do not have a perm an ent seat in the
Security Council, nor does Africa with its huge capabilities and potentials, an d that the
vast continent of Asia with its ancient civilizations has only one permanent seat.
6. The United Nations must have the possibility to enable all governments, civil society
organizations an d NGOs from all over the world to freely travel to its headquarters
without the selective hindrances of the host count ry an d to engage without any fear in
serious dialogue.
Mr. Pre sident, Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen'
In our view, these concerns c an only be met if the prevailing discourse in international
relations is transformed from one based on violence, disc ri mination an d dominati on to a
discourse of peace and global stability based on justice and spirituality through dialogue,
compassion an d respect for human beings. The exalted Prophet of Islam says: "the highest
state of wisdom, after faith in God, is seeking friendship with people an d extending a helping
hand to all fellow human beings." These words of wisdom underline the fact that the entire
globe is but one body and the pain and ailment of each pa rt disturbs the tranquility of all. In
the words of a famous Iranian poet of thirteenth century:
"All human beings a re members of one frame
Since al l, at first, from the same essence came.
When time afflicts a limb with pain
The other limbs cannot at rest remain.

